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We see Paris Hilton as the charming and dashing socialite. Her high cheek bones, golden blonde
hair, and slim figure make her the envy of many. But sheâ€™s not just blessed with great natural looks.
She also has a stunning sense of style. Everywhere she goes, people canâ€™t get enough of her and
the clothes that she wears. Sheâ€™s a fan of luxury brands like Chanel and adores the brand as well for
bags, shoes, and other accessories. Another Paris Hilton signature is the pair of huge eye
sunglasses that she wears everywhere she goes. Many say that the hotel heiress loves sunnies
with huge frames because they help conceal her identity but aside from that, she also uses it to her
style advantage. Paris surely knows how to use these fashionable sunglasses to complement her
outfit. Here are some of Parisâ€™ most favorite eye sunglasses brands.

Dita Opus eye sunglasses. Paris was seen wearing a pair of sunglasses that featured an elegant
white swirl. The swirl created a sexy and very stylish appeal which made the heiressâ€™ overall look
even more stunning. Of course, it also features huge lenses which shield her away from the glitz of
paparazzi cameras.

Super eye sunglasses. Miss Hilton shows that sheâ€™s still a child at heart. The pair of sunglasses from
Super comes with a combination of candy-pastel colors. They come in classic Wayfarers style
making them the perfect option for day-to-day wear. The Super sunglasses can be paired with a
range of outfits. You can wear it with jeans or with a dress â€“ just like Paris.

Chanel eye sunglasses. Paris Hilton adores Chanel. She does not only love Chanel clothes but also
classic Chanel sunnies. The best thing about Chanel eye pieces is that they offer a classic appeal
which is what makes them a flexible accessory. They donâ€™t only last through time, they can also be
worn to different occasions. Paris particularly love Chanel sunnies that feature leather weaves. Itâ€™s
chic and fierce at the same time.

Prada eye sunglasses. Another classic eyepiece that Paris loves to wear is Prada. It reminds us of
Audrey Hepburn in â€œBreakfast at Tiffanyâ€™s.â€• Itâ€™s best worn with a little black dress but it can also be
matched with different styles of dresses. The hotel heiress loves Prada sunnies that feature huge
frames, particularly butterfly frames.

Marc Jacobs eye sunglasses. Marc Jacobs sunnies are a huge hit among Tinseltown celebrities
these days. Weâ€™ve seen Paris several times wearing the Jackie O Marc Jacobs.

Want to chanel Paris Hilton? Itâ€™s so easy. Check out her favorite eye sunglasses brands and find out
what it feels like to be a hotel heiress and one of todayâ€™s most stylish ladies!
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